
Look Development
I textured a high poly ant in Substance Painter, set up shading in Arnold, submitted turntable renders for
review in an iterative improvement process, published assets within pipeline.

Lighting, Modeling, Materials, Character Design 
Researched and concepted character in 2D, explored multiple options in thumbnail form, wrote up 
character history to inform design decisions, sculpted hard surface/textiles/organics in zbrush, textured
assets in painter, generated hair and stubble in maya, rendered in arnold.

Lighting, Modeling, Lood Development, Materials
I recreated the cockpit of a land speed vehicle for a live action shoot. Eventually we replaced the entire 
element. I set up dirt and streak passes for comp, developed a render layer system suited to our needs, 
and collaborated with fx to make sure fx elements were casting shadows and refracting. The client and 
agency was happy with the shot. Remeshed CAD elements with Zbrush and Quad Draw, repurposed in
house procedural shaders for new assets, incorporated Mega Scans materials.

Look Development
I began working on this asset in Apple’s industrial design pipeline.  I followed it down to MPC and 
converted it to their pipeline and an Arnold workow.  I untangled many layers of complex shader
networks.

Lighting, Look Development
Lit shots in Houdini with custom Houdini Digital Assets and pipeline tools. Worked with team to 
propagate updates across sequences. Rened lighting in specic scenarios on a shot by shot basis. 
Applied color matrix transforms to HDRIs from set, Painted out lights from HDRIs and extracted light 
textures, calibrated lighting for team from set photography, took shots to completion.

Lighting, Materials, Modeling, Houdini
Created rain, drips, and splashes in Houdini. Designed and sculpted characters in Zbrush, textured in Painter.
Created wet map in shading network with vector state and noise nodes.

Lighting, Modeling, Materials, Design, Houdini, 4k
Populated a large scene wi th vegetation using Houdini’s packed points system.  Detailed rough hill geometry
with procedural Height Field to utilizing cloth simulation tools.  Developed
materials in Houdini using custom user attributes, hsv variation, proximity masks, and shading vectors.
Generated procedural trees with branch generator tools.


